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These Fill-in-the-blank vocabulary activities include vocabulary games and word puzzles
with a vocabulary list. They are part of one to eight free online word games.

The vocabulary word puzzles contain Latin word roots, definitions and parts of speech.
Refer to the Word List in the header to see the complete vocabulary list for this topic.
Email your answers to friends, family, teachers and classmates.
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1) ACT #4 Fill-in-the-Blanks -- myvocabulary.com

Directions: Use an ACT test vocabulary word to answer each fill-in-the-blank. The ACT test
prep vocabulary word list contains the correct answers. When you hit "Submit," you
will get the correct ACT test answer, a sentence and a percentage score.

 

Clue: The ACT test vocabulary word list contains correct answers for 12 questions.
Myvocabulary.com will also provide ACT test Word Search and ACT test Crossword
word games in addition to this ACT test fill-in-the-blank activity.
You have permission to make a copy for further ACT test vocabulary word study at
home or in classes.

 

Vocabulary

Word List:

ACT vocabulary:
DEMISE, EMISSARY, INCORRIGIBLE, INSURRECTION, INTERMITTENT,
OSTENSIBLE, OSTENTATIOUS, PORTEND, RECTIFY, REGALIA, REMISSION,
TENUOUS

ACT #4 Fill-in-the-Blanks -- myvocabulary.com

1)  Involved citizens show concern over the   of many small businesses during a

recession.

2)  The ailing governor needed a loyal   to attend a critical meeting as his

substitute.

3)  Frank is not an   juvenile but his ill-chosen pranks show that his judgement is

very poor.

4)  A newly established government will quell any   from insurgents and

punishment will be swift and severe.

5)  Carlos got an   signal from his XM radio due to a heavily forested area.

6)  A home buyer showed   interest in a unique property and the agent hopes he
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will purchase it.

7)  A well-recognized actress is known for her   display of dramatic designer

clothing, elaborate jewelry and very expensive footwear.

8)  Harriet anticipates that her poor health may  a reduction of the regular

activities that she had previously enjoyed.

9)  The barber will attempt to   the very uneven haircut that Frank had given his

small son!

10)  Baron Sylvester is proud to display the   of his royal heritage in the

museum.

11)  The priest told Desmond that he could gain   of his sin by doing the right

thing and talking to authorities.

12)  The outcome of the football game is   because the quarterback has already

thrown two interceptions.
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